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New Instructor Evaluation Forms
To Be Recorded On Limited Basis
review process", in which another faculty

She said that with both student and faculty

said that the new format will be evaluated

member from the same department sits in

input, "it's more balanced this way."

as to its effectiveness following this trimes

on a class and evalutates the instructor.

approved for school-wide use. Groenning
by Jeff Dinelli
A new method for student evaluation of
instruction (SEI) is being implemented this

ter.

This process was developed by a Faculty

Wells said despite the fact that the evalu
ations won't be recorded after each class,

what's the problem? Each instructor

Evaluation Task Force, and their concept

everyone is still encouraged to fill them out

forms, their comments may never be re

will only be evaluated three times a year,

was approved by GSU President Paula

with comments.

corded.

once a trimester.

Wolff, according to Kjos.

intended to reduce the impact of students,"

trimester, but after students fill out the new

The new SEis should appeal to students.

So

If a full-time instructor

teaches eight classes a year, less than half

Jane Wells, a computer science faculty

"These changes are not

she said.

No longer are they exclusively multiple

of the evaulations will be recorded.

Stu

member, sat on the task force. She ex

choice questions.

dents are always welcome to write or talk

plained that the rationale for the new proc

dent Senate, isn't so sure.

to the division chair, but the anonymous

ess, in part, was to "reduce paper work".

like a way for the faculty to take care of

The new forms contain

thirteen statements after which the student

Tammyjo Maher, president of the Stu
"This sounds

drcles "yes", "no", or "no answer", de

nature of the SEI's is generally more com

Wells explained that under the old system,

itself at the possible expense of the stu

pending on whether or not he or she agrees

forting for many reasons.

the SEis were collected and kept in note

dents," she said. "It alarms me that student

books. "For a tenured professor, you can

input wasn't sought after in the method,

with the particular statement regarding the

Dr. Diane Kjos, president of the Faculty
According

imagine how many notebooks there were,

especially since quality instruction is so

to her, only three evaluations per year will

and the tremendous amount of paperwork

crucial to a student's success," said Maher.

where students are encouraged to articulate

be recorded, regarclless of the number of

that was involved," she said.

their comments or complaints, rather than

courses a professor teaches.

class or the instructor.

Each statement is

also followed by a "comments" space,

Senate, explained the system.

Maher suggested that a more meaningful

Wells did say, however, that besides

method would incorporate random evalu

Kjos said that the professor in question

reducing paper work, one goal of the task

ation conducted by an individual or an

chooses one of the three courses to be

force was to get more "faculty involve

outside party.

said these forms were used on an experi

evaluated; the division chair picks the sec

ment", and she insisted the evaluations are

mental basis in the College of Business and

ond class; and together they choose the

"just as important as they always were."

Public Administration, and were faculty-

third.

simply providing statistical fodder.
New GSU provost Dr. Sven Groenning

How students evaluate the new system
has yet to be seen.

Kjos said that there's also a "peer

Two Executive O fficers Resign From Senate
b y Craig llunt

1993 prior to the senate meeting. Maher

"If it were anywhere other than the US,

said the resignations were due to scheduling

we would call it a dictatorship, or a puppet

conflicts.

Student Life is a "way to pacify students
and serve the administration," he added.

democracy," he said. The senate "needs to

In the face of the two resignations from

Knaack's course load was too heavy at

call for a constitutional convention to regain

the executive board, Maher wished to turn

them comparing the student goverument to

this time, but she will be staying on as a

authority that they used to have," he said.

the attention to the new elections. "We will

a "dictatorship or puppet democracy."

senator, according to Maher.

The vice

The Student Senate has been losing its

be holding elections in the next two
weeks," she said.

Two executive board officers of the GSU
Student Senate resigned last week, one of

Paula Knaack, vice-president, and Philip

president's position will remain vacant until

authority slowly to growing administrative

Cod uti, secretary of the Student Senate,

the next executive board elections, but au

control since the original university senate

turned in letters of resignation to President

acting secretary has already been selected

was split into three independent senates -

TammyJo Maher on Wednesday October 6,

by the senate members.

faculty, civil service, and students, he ex

ings, one from each college and one from

plained.

the Board of Governors.

Knaack had no comment for the Innova

In This Issue:

tor concerning her resignation. Mick Por

Community;Pg 2
Guvvy's bits

The Arts: Pg 6+ 7

Human Rights, Pg 8
Rock the Bells, Pg.
Pagan Halloween,
Pg 10

9

11

seats open for the

The College of

Health Professions will have one additional

ter will be the acting secretary, Maher said.

United Nations. As stated in a student life

Coduti's reason for resigning, said Ma

handout, the Model UN is a student organi

her, was a time conflict with meeting<; of

zation that "acquaints students with politi

Each semester new members are elected

the Trustees of

the Board of Governors.

cal, social, and economic problems that

Coduti is the Student Trustee in that organi

confront the global arena today. The stu

to openings which make up approximately
half the senate body.

zation.

This was confirmed in his letter of

dent will develop research, debating, and

members total -- two from each college,

resignation in which he wrote that his "ever

group management skills to partidpate in

one from BOG and 1 1 student-at-large po

growing academic, committee and legisla

the regional and national 'Model United

tive responsibilities" were his initial rea

sitions which can be undeclared or degree

Nations' conferences."

s e e k i n g students f r o m any c o llege.

sons for resigning.

More Blues for You
Savatage
Theatre and Film

One example he cited was the Model

There are a total of

next election -- five student-at-large open

seat from a vacancy from the last election.

The senate has

20

Under Student Life Advisory Council,

However Coduti, further in his letter,

Elections should be held October '13-27 and

he continued, the Model UN is "not on

the new members should be swore in by

gave his second reason for resigning as,

equal billing" with the other student organi

"My personal ideological dilemma as to

November 3, said Maher.

zations.

are elected by their peers will be take office

how student government or the lack of,

"Future Teachers and the Counseling

without executive or judicial functions,

aub have more students, but have to share

without a student union, and the ever grow

funding with Oubs and Organizations, not

ing administrative control ... have become

Model UN," he said. Its funds constitute a

disheartening for me to continue in this

higher percentage than that of the Clubs and

position."

by Nov.

10,

Officers who

she added.

Coduti is not alone in his belief that a
constitutional convention is in order.
"I support a constitutional convention
for all three senates (faculty, civil service,

Organizations proportionally. The Model

"In my belief, there is no true repre

student)," said Michael Blackburn, advisor

UN has one vote in SLAC and all the other

sentative body for the students as GSU,"

student organizations combined have only

for the Student Senate, in response to

said Cod uti in a brief interview. The prob

one vote, he said, though he is member of

lem, he continued, is the way student gov

the Model UN himself.

ernment is setup and its functions.

Coduti's comments about student govern
ment.

"Let all three groups meet," he

continued, "to see if the system is working
and what to do if it's not working."
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Santa Needs Your Help

GUVVY'S BITS
by N ICOLE M. S E IBT

by A Concerned Com m u n ity

I have often thought about the

Member
WANNA GET SPOOKED?

Here are some suggestions for

Halloween fun to be enjoyed by young and old (older).
For children there are a variety of Halloween parties that include
costume contests, games, spooky tales, haunted houses, bonfires and
more!

--Oct 23 at the Children's Farm at the Center in Palos Park; 1-4pm.
361-3650

--Oct 24-31 at Memorial Park in Blue Israd; doors open at
6:30pm. 385-3304

--Oct 28-31 at Charles M.Christensen Terrace Centre in Worth.
--Oct 29 at Krueger Park Recreation Center in Hickory Hills;

For several years, Virginia

little I'm able to give. How grati

Won't you consider joining me?

dren's Christmas Fund (NCCF).

fied I feel that Virginia makes it

See you in the cafeteria.

Each year she has challenged the

so easy. My only responsibility is

the one without the coffee.

GSU community, staff and stu

to put a few pieces of change in

dents, to attain a preset monetary

the penny cup from time to time.

goal and, each year, we have met

Virginia's a wee bit concerned

the challenge.

Let's not let this

Street where AI Capone and his gang brutally murdered 12 men.
**Holy Family Church 1080 W. Roosevelt Rd. where two alter

with the Student Life Division is

ing in the Office of Student Devel

planning a Special Needs Aware

opment.

ness Day for Disabled and I Iandi

Disabilities

capped Students.

tion, Inc. is interested in obtaining

The coordinated event with

Special Needs

Student Life Division and the Of

Awareness Day is designed to ad

fice of Student Development will

dress issues and specific topics

bring together a full day of re

relating to:

sources, experts in the field and

Financial Aid for Students

•

with Disabilities

capped and exceptionally bright

Disabilities and how to achieve

financial assistance,

academic success

and who

their scholarships.

for hearing and visually impaired
students

Funding will be granted in De

••st. Rita's Church 6243 S. Fairfield where the huge pipe organ

and resources to studcnlc; with dis
abilities.
A planning meeting will be

Resources and infonuation

•

representatives from variollc; or
ganizatiotLc; that provide services

Information about Learning

•

and gifted persons who may need

gether.

held Friday, October 15, 1993 at
12:00 noon in the F. Lounge.
"Although Student Life has

Special activities designed for

planned similar awareness evcnlc;

are made on the basis of financial

disabled and handicapped stu

for disabled and handicapped stu

need, plus academic potential.

dents.

dents, this time, we will provide

cember of this year.

**Irish Castle 103and Longwood Dr. where there are ghost sights

She indicated (I asked)

Resou rces For Students With

would qualify to receive one of

that are seen around the property.

Thank you!

Worth Repeating
by Pam Bax

boys drowned together and now supposedly haunt the church to

plays by itself.

I'll be

that this years' goal may not be
reached.

year be an exception.

blind, partially sighted, handi
**place of the St. Valentine's Day Massacre at 2122 N. Clark

and, instead, do

ing monies for the Neediest Chil

scholarship applications from

famed ghosts!

this year

coffee

n a te the $.50 to the NCCF.

The Women of Rotary Founda
For adults, there are a number of locations to go and try to find its

small sacrifice to skip one cup of

How

ing the opportunity to give what

799-8171
at Community Park in Country Oub llills; 4-6pm

diligence, year after year.

has been responsible for collect

--Oct 30 at Glaeser Park in Richton Park; 6:30-9pm for kidc; 11

--Oct 31

spirit is up and, I consider it a

saddened I would feel at not hav

and under. 481-8950

(children's party) and then 6-IOpm. 799-8171

University enrollment is up, my

families who benefit by Virginia's
Cunningham, the ACE cashier,

598-1233

--Oct 30 at Community Park in Conntry Club Hills; 6-10 pm.

that giving is down this year.

good fortune of the children and

Selections

••st. James Sag Cemetary on Archer Ave. where eight hooded

Scholarship applications and

figures are said to be seen and the cemetary itself is said to rise and
fall like the waves on Lake Michigan.

•

Representatives from the

the opportunities for students who

three letters of recommendations

Department of Rehabilitation

have disabilities to work together

•

from faculty must be sent to the

Services and other agencies and

to choose the format for the pro

**Resurrection Ccmetary 7200 S. Archer Ave. where a beautiful

Women of Rotary Foundation,

organizations which work with

gram", says Rita Nagy, Assistant

young girl hitchhikes for a ride to the Willowbrook Dance Hall but

Inc. no later than November 5,

disabled and handicapped stu

Program Director and Coordina

asks to get out halfway there and mysteriously disappears.

1993.

dents.

tor of Campus Activities in Stu

�

Please pick up application in

"We arc excited about this

formation from Pam Bax, Office

event, because we have asked dis

Students who arc interested in

of Student Development, B-1400,

abled and handicapped students to

serving on the Planning Commit

or call her at (708) 534-5000 Ext.

serve on the committee that will

tee to plan the Special Needs

5031.

plan this event", stated Pam Bax,

Awareness Day should contact

University Professor of Counsel-

Pam Bax on Ext. 5031 or Rita

On another note, the Office of
Student Development,

GOTfA PLOW!

Civil Service Job Information
Available

I

GSU Civil Service positions by dialing our Civil Service Job Oppor

by Debra Ford

Additional information

Public Relations Officer

regarding specific qualifications necessary to test for those positions
will also be available.

The Student Senate hac; gotte

C'.omments may be directed to Gwendolyn Glenn, extension 5302,

Nagy on Extension 4554.

Student

Senate Update

Beginning October 1, 1993, applicants can receive a list of available
tunity Information Line: (708) 534-4571.

together

Jessie White

I

Tumblers Come
To GSU

off to a great start this trimester.

d
J

who will oversee this function.

The Towne mceting..c; have bee

very successful. We have dis
.
..
cussed sueI1 top1cs as thc wntm •I
exam and construction.

Corrections and Apologies
The Sept. 30 issue of the Innovator contained a few errors and
oversights.
In the front page story on the disctL'>sion over the writing proficiency
exam, we failed to mention that the discussion took place at a Towne
Meeting organized by the Student Senate.
J.B. Godfrey's "Queen's

Knight

Out Column" also contained an

error. Problem # 4 should have read: "Black to move and win."
The poem titled "Keep On Teachin' Teach!" did not contain the name

At our most recent Towno

l

....

......

...

... .

... . ......

·- -

-

.. . . .

-

Call (708) 534-4557 to re

blers will be featured in the Stu

serve a spot for yourself and

dent Center Gymnasium at GSU

your family.

:

� ecti� g..c;. Our next Towne �1eetmg Will be held on Dec. 10 m th

·

on

open to the public.

aturday, October 30 at 2

Hall of Governors.
There arc a number of posi

_j

tions to be filled in Student Sen-<

l ate.

Election packets are no

available in the Welcome Cente

located in the Hall of Governors.
Packets are due by Oct. 18. Elcc
lions will be held Oct. 23-27 i

Get involved with GSU Oubs by attending upcoming meeting;.

·GSU students to vote.
obtaining a senate scat to attend

1

I

�

If you have any comments o

000J

suggestions you can reach senat(!l
membcrs by calling 534-5

·.._
Ext. 5328.

--

on Thursday, Oct. 14 at 4 p.m. in the TV lounge in Student Life. The
club will be holding another meeting on Friday, Oct. 15 at p.m. in the
TV Lounge in Student Life. Interested students are encouraged to

We invite anyone interested i
au orientation on Oct. 20 or 27.

Club Happenings
The Martin, Malcolm, Mandela (3M) Club will be holding a meeting

candidates. We encourage all

..

Write For The Innovator!

Chicago youth is FREE and !

The dynamic Jesse White Tum

d

. .. -·

Ptlfilished CHps?

tive performance by eucrgic

the Special l·vents Committee at

free money. We always invite the

can also be elected as writc-i

.

p.m. This exciting and innova

GSU community to attend Town

the Welcome Center. Student

Wa11� :P.ide, P�estige.and

i

afternoon of family enter

Governors State University.

of the author or the poem's final stanza; William Harper II wrote the

by them.

An

tainment hac; been scheduled by

meeting, we disctLc;sed bow to get

poem and it will be reprinted in its entirety in a later issue.
We regret all the errors and apologi7� to those who were affected

dent Life.

attend.
Multicultural Enhancement,

a student organization designed to

increase cultural awareness on campus, is having a meeting this Friday,
Oct. 15. lbe meeting is scheduled for 3:30 p.m. in the cafeteria.
All students arc welcome; the more the merrier!

October 14, 1993
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GSU APPOINTS 'GROENNINGS' AS

SLAC News

PROVOST FOR 1993-94

by Janie Kocman

ernors on October 19 and to "Pick
up the S.L.A.C." by joining a

director of the Office of Policy
Dr. Sven Groennin� has been

and Plans, and director of the Of

Bands To Play At SLAC Aware

appointed Governors State Uni

fice of Public Affairs in the Bu

ness Day

versity's provost for the 1993-94

reau of Educational and Cultural

The Student Life Advisory

academic year.

Affairs, which oversees The Full

Council has scheduled TCIIAKA

murals and Recreation; Leader

bright Program.

and KEVIN O'CONNOR to per

ship; Model United Nations;
Multicultural Enhancement; Rec

Or. Grocnnings, who has been

committee.
Committees available include:
Clubs and Organizations; Intra

a university faculty member,

Dr. Groennings also wac; direc

form on SLAC AWARENESS

worked for a major American

tor of the Fund for the Improve

DAY Tuesday, October 19. Stu

ognition; and Special Events. All

company and held a variety of

ment of Post-secondary Education

dents will have an opportunity to

students are invited to find out

positions with the federal govern

in the U.S. Department of Etluca

sign up for the seven SLAC com

more about each committee at

tion from 1981 to 1985, and most

mittees as well as hear great en

Awarcnss Day.

of Knowledge Network for All

recently served on President Oin

tertainment

Americans focusing on education

ton's Transition Team Advisory

Governors

policies to meet the challenges of

Council on Education.

ment. lie last served as president

a global economy.
"I lis breadth of knowledge and
experience will contribute to the
bold and exciting academic lead
crship at GSU, " President Paula
Wolff said. "Sven's insights into
not only the successful admini
stration of education but also his
perceptive on national and inter
national curricula will help us de
velop a depth to our academic
programs that will enable faculty
to better prepare studcnLc; for the
challenges of a global work place
in the 21st century."
After receiving his doctorate in
political science at Stanford Uni
versity,

Dr.

Grocnnings was a

faculty member at Indiana Uni-

vcrsity where he was awarded the
Brown Derby award as the tmivcr
sity's most popular professor.
lie also was a visiting professor
of higher education at the Univer
sity of Georgia and has directed
the New England Board of I ligher
Education's study of the impact of
the global economy on higher edu
cation.
lie brings a wide range of gov
ernment experience. Dr. Groen
nings

has

ser ved

five

administrations in a variety o f po
sitions. In the U.S. Department of
State between 1970 and 1977, he
was director of the policy plan
ning staff of the Bureau of Euro
pean Affairs and thereafter deputy

in

the

H a l l of

DRUG

TCIIAKA, who appeared in

and

A L C OHO L

AWARENESS DAY -- OCT. 26

lie bas served as staff director

the 1993 Summer Music Festival,

Special Events Committee and

of the "Wednesday Group" of 28

returns to GSU for two perfonu

Circle K International have joined

congressmen and worked with

ances at 4:30 pm and 6:30 pm.

together to sponsor a DRUG and

Sen. Robert Stafford for the Sen

The m e mber s

of T C H A K A

ALCOI IOLAWARENESS DAY

ate Subcommittee on Education,

formed t o promote I laitiau culture

at GSU. The October 26 program

Arts and Humanities.

through traditional "roots" music.

will feature free pamphlets and

Their multi-cultural performance

materials at an information table

dent for education from 1990 to

is spirited, up-beat, and a true

set up in the Hall of Governors

1992 for the American Express

display of pride in their homeland.

from 11:30 aut until 7:30 pm.

GSU student, KEVIN O'CON

The Tuesday drug awareness pro
gram will also include music by

Dr. Groennings was vice presi

Company.
The new provost hac; written

NOR, who also performed at the

five books including "The Study

Summer Music Festival, returns

"Virtuosity".

of C o a l i t i o n B e h a v i o r " a n d

to the I Iall of Governors for three

fledgling, seven piece Rock/R&B

Virtuosity is a

"Group Portrait: Internationaliz

performances at NOON,

4:30

Baud from the South Side who

ing the Disciplines." I lis newest

pm, and 6:30 pm on October 19th.

promise to ruffle your feathers!

work, "Knowledge Revolution, "

KEVIN will entertain with a vari

They will perform at Noon, 2 pm,

focw;ing on the federal role in

ety of Irish and Scot ish folk tunes.

4 pm, 6 pm, and 7 pm in the Jiall

education, will be published later

All students are invited to enjoy

of Govcruors.

the free entertainment sponsored

this year.

by S.L.A.C. in the Ball of Gov-

For Good Advice

For any SLAC information,
call Rita Nagy at 534-4554.

SECA Campaign Asks:

Ask Ms. Rogers

Where were you?

Q: I make $20, 000 a year and my husband makes about the same.
lie always accuses me of overspending. Ac; long as we can pay our

The State and University

bills, is there a problem?

Combined Appeal Cam
paign (SECA) Needs Your

A: !laving a budget and knowing how much discretionary income

Support!

you have will solve this argument. Financial analyst Patricia Martin
of Ryan, Martin Ac;sociatcs, a Flushing, New York-bac;ed financial

On Wednesday, October

advisory firu1, recommends writing your total income and all ex

6, 1993, GSU kicked-off its

penses down on paper, to figure out bow you spend your money. Be

SECA campaign. Almost no

sure that you include an amount for savings. Note how much is left

one showed up. What was to

over. That amount is your discretionary income. If you should find

be au educational and fun

that you have no discretionary income, see a credit counselor or

hour suddenly turued into a

financial analyst to help you evaluate in what specific ways you are

gloomy disappointing mo

living above your means and how you can get your finances back

ment. Both SECA Coordina-

under control. (Reprinted from "Essence" magazine June 1991 issue)

tors

were

sadly

disappointed. The charities
representatives were all too
Q: My new roommate is making me regret coming home in the

kind. With cheery words of

She never buys any

encouragement, they all be-

household products or toilet tissue. She expects me to do everything,

gan to re-pack their bags

even all the cooking.

with the loads of literature,

evenings.

She doesn't volunteer to clean.
I am not her mother.

I don't know bow to

approach her, because she is very sensitive and a really nice person.

brochures,

I don't waul to burt her feelings. what should I do?

they brought to distribute to

Poor turnout for SECA kickoff

and souvenirs

GSU faculty, staff and stu

A: I'm sure she doesn't know that you arc feeling this way, so let

dents. As we shook their hands

it out. There's no sense in you being miserable any longer. When

and thanked them again and again

you both arc home together, tell her you would like to have a

for c oming out to GSU,

"roommate discussion."

Tell her the thin� you expect out of a

roommate and allow her to do the same.

Come to a reasonable

compromise. Do not allow thin� to progress any further.

Make

sure everything is laid out on the table, so that future discussions
won't be so difficult.

we

watched them as they walked
slowly toward the door and out of
the building.
Well, what will we do, we ex
claimed? Charles Barnett's staff
has slaved and worked hard to

Q:

I am au educated, hard working mao, who is trying to find a

prepare and set up for this occa

lady to spend some time with. But I continue to run into women who

sion. "What should we do?", we

either have: fake hair, fake nails, fake eyes, and fake attitudes. If I

said. "I know", said the lm1ovator

wanted a fake woman I would buy a blow up doll. Why do women

Photographer, "why don't you

put up a false front and where can I find a "Real Woman"?

usc your

'freedom of speech

'

and

allow me to take pictures of the

A: Some women feel they need "accessories" to make them look
beautiful. If this wasn't such a critical society, people could just be
themselves.

But try looking in places where the atmosphere is

relaxed and where people are more themselves.

Church, stores,

health clubs, and libraries are filled with everyday people doing
everyday thin�. Remember, sometimes people attract like-minded
individuals. I applaud yon in your quest for a "real woman." Believe
me, we arc out there.
us.

But sometimes it takes a "real man" to find

empty chairs. Along with au arti

1993-94 is $8, 600.00. Althouglt

lllinois and Cheryl Redell and Bcv

you missed the Cautpaigu Kick

Carter from l lappiday Centers.

off, there is still time for you to

We would like to publicly thank

participate.

the charity representatives for at

Pledge cards will be arriving in
your department very shortly. We

tending GSU's Campaign Kick
off.

need you to take time to decide

Special thanks to three GSU

how you can make a difference.

employees who worked to prepare

"You can make a difference"

the pledge cards for distribution.

was the theme for the campaign

Thanks to Marlene Anderson

kick-off Don't forget SI:CA Ugly

(Personnel); Vanessa (Star) An

Tic Day (October 14) and SECA

derson (Media Bao;ed Instruction);

Waffle Breakfast Day (October 28

and Sherry Kohl (Dean's Office).

- 9:00 a.m. to 11 :00 a.m.)

Your giving will mean a great

The kick-off was represented

deal to the variollc; charitable or

by a number of charities: BJ Jor

ganizations and to the individuals

dan and Mattie Allen from the

they serve. Consider giving to

hmovator publish the pictures so

United Way/Crusade of Mercy,

your favorite charity. A list of the

to depict how everyone missed

Mattie Bell Young from Com

qualified agencies under this

bined Health Appeal, Henry l..

year's SFCA will arrive in your

Fnglisb from the Black United

department along with the Pledge

Fund of Illinois, Linda Moses

cards.

cle which you should write, let the

out this event."
Good idea, we said. So, here
we arc in the Innovator.
We need you! Last year, Gov

from the llliuois Women's Fund

We sincerely hope that you will

ernors State University raised a

ing Federation, and Chris Stimer

take time to think about bow you

from the Public Interest Ftmd of

can make a difference this year.

total of $8,613.92. The goal for
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It's audience participation night at the Innovator, folks. I'd like
your honest feeling about the following questions. Answers
should be dropped off at the Innovator office (A2300, across
from student life). Where possible, give examples to back
your thoughts. The questions have diverse backgrounds,

The Green Group would like to take thts

and have noth1ng to do with one another. Answer whichever
ones suit you.

opportunity to respond to Adrian Forte's letter
in the September 16 issue of the Innovator.

1. What do you think of the media's treatment of Operation
Restore Hope (Somalia, 1992 to 1993)?

Dear Adrian,
The Green Group would like to thank you for
your recent constructive criticisms. We have
discussed your remarks at great length and we

have found them insightful. We also believe
there should be an effective recycling program
on this campus and, as already stated. we arc
working with the umversity to make such a
program a reality.

If, by working quietly

behind the scenes, we have led you or others
to believe that we lack committmcnt in this

I

area, we apologize.

You stated earlier that you were unable to
attend

our

meetings

due

to

scheduling

conflicts. We, as do all GSU students, also
have scheduling conflicts. It is disappointing
to

see

someone

environemental

so

cause

devoted
not

be

to

the

involved

promoting positive environmental policies on
this campus. We feel that it is inappropriate
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4. Do you hunt?
5. Do you gather? (this could mean gardening or recycling,

take your pick)
6. What do you think of the major networks voluntarily

limiting the amount of violence and sex they put in their
programming?
7. Since Mandela got released from prison, has racism

increased or decreased in South Africa?
8. Should libraries have public hearings over the acquisition

of controversial works? (i.e. Rushdie's
Verses, Madonna's Erotica, etc.)

The

Satanic

9. What do you think of Clinton's cabinet choices?

the group.

JBGodtiey

La.'vtarr BrOUj;hton

3. How has music influenced you?

for thts debate to take place in a public forum
such as this rather than in direct contact with

In the future, we will no longer respond to

Tlkan F1dan

2. What kind of insight can you share about this nation's
larger "third parties" (i.e. Populist, Libertarian, etc.)

letters

m

this

forum.

If

you

10. Should the US continue to shore up the Russian
economy?

have

11. What is the flight speed of an unladen swallow?

them to us directly. Thank you, once again,
for your constructive criticism.
The Green Group

Are you a Doug Henning at heart?
How about joining the

Magic Hand Club!
You can sign up in caferteria on Thursday October 14 and in the Hall
of Governors on Oct. 19-21. A free magic show goes to the first 10
students who sign up!

For more information, call Scott Berlin (708) 916-4583
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Affairs Of State
"AN OTHER COMMUNIST PLOT"
By Terry Crane
"Those who cherish liberty and a democratic future for our country must speak out . . . not to allow them
to make a huge concentration camp out of our country for decades ." --- First Deputy Prime Minister Yegor
Gaider
These words, spoken in the wake of the recent riots in Moscow signal , perhaps, the end of the old
hard-line commies' grip on the Russian Parliament.
Stalin and L enin are dead , boys . Even the sculptures and busts of these leaders have been consigned to
foreign m useums and gardens of the well-to-do, properly situated under the business end of a pigeon. Hell ,
you can practically buy chunks o f these statues a t Wal-Mart.
L i ke L enin and Stalin , who did not go quietly into that good-night, one-time parliament speaker Ruslan
Kbasbulatov is giving his followers the anti-perastroikian pep talk to which about 8,000 Muscovites listened,
as they attem pted to gain control of the parliament building, Comecon building and the Ostankino television
and radio center.
Police even made a stand at the Moscow McDonalds as anti-Ycltsin forces apparently mistook a statue
of Ronald McDonald for Nikita Kruschev. Must have been the shoes.
While the protest and death of 62 Russians is serious business, the fact is that in a city of more than 1 0
million, only a relative handful showed u p . Apparently, most Muscovites chose t o engage themselves i n
more time-honored RtLo;sian pursuits like finding a n affordable loaf of bread .
L i ke most countries, Russia will become democratic with the price of blood, but this price will buy thei r
freedom .
Boris Yeltsin, comm unism's arch enemy and Chicago Bulls fan, allowed the protestors to attack
government buildin� so that they appeared as the aggressors . Ycltsin also has <:<'ntrol �f the one thing that
.
is as valuable as the hearts and minds of the Russian public, namely, the Russ1an Mihtary. Khasbulatov,
Rutskoi (Yeltsin 's forme r V . P.) and several other top Russian officials with lots of consonants in their names
did not expect Yeltsin to use the military. They were later given new employm� nt pounding on r�ks �t
.
sa1d
Lefortovo Prison, an example of Stalin-era reform . "I never thought Yeltsm would do this,
Kbasbulatov, "Why isn 't anyone com ing to help us?"
.
Why? Because we are all busy going to work, enjoying our rights, eating affordable food and playmg
Nintendo.
Enjoy your new home comrades.

D EATH EX PERIENCES
by Walter A. Sterllin

(a pseudonym)

Be fore w r i t i ng this report
based ou death expe riences, I
thought it would be easy to write
about rn y experience in Viet Nam .
I was wrong. Though the process
was quite painful, I learned that
we m ust truly confront death and
accept it . We m ust t ry to under
stand that death is but passing
frorn one plain to anothe r . If we
fail to accept and unde rstand
death, eventually it will sti fle
our spiritual being.
In today's society rarely do we
speak of death. We give our con
dolences or in sorne way try to
cope with the passing i tself. We
gene rally stay quiet for fear that it
will consume us. Iu January of
1 968, I had just recently had my
eighteenth birthday and had been
in the country of Viet Nam for
about a month. I was assigned
to a rccounaissance team and we
were iu the jungles that ran along
side the Plain of Reeds in South
Viet Nam . I was on point that day
and spotted a Vietcong patrol
coming our way up the trail ahead
of us . I signaled the team and we
hid in the underbrush to wai t for
them to pass .
After they had passed and gone
out of sight, we headed back up
the trail as fast as we possibly
could without attracting any atten
tion. As I rounded a bend in the
trail I ran into a Vietcong soldier.
At that moment my reactions
came from t rained reflexes. The
means by which I killed him are
not irnportant, though the results
of the action are.
We did not have the luxury of
a burial ceremony. There was no
mourning, prayers or rncdical in
tervention to save the person's life
- we simply rolled him into the
underbm'>h and headed back up
the trail . Later, after we reached

our destination and set up for the
night , I thought about what I had
done and my religioao; beliefs
were shattered and I cried, not for
myself, but for the enemy I had
killed .
My sergeant carne over to con
sole me saying, " Don 't let it
bother you. It gets better ao; time
goes on . " It did . But after that
death and each one that followed,
I died as well . Dchurnauization
leads to killing but that is not the
final result . It took me over sev
enteen years to regain my hum an
ity and, each and every day was a
living hell .
Another experience is more in
accordance with death as we com
monly know it. The manner in
which my sergeant died is differ
ent only in nature, but the the
results arc the same .
When you are in any uni t of the
military, you become attached to
your cornpany. You become one
with them and they with you.
At the time, we were investi
gating a complex of underground
bunkers. The sergeant was al
ways very cautious when check
ing bunkers bccatL'>e of booby
traps and snakes.
Apparently, on the last bunker
he was checking, he overlooked a
trip-wire and triggered it . The
blast hit him point-blank. I pulled
him out of the bunker and had a
Medivac called in. Since we only
had field dressin� and morphine,
that was all we could do for him .
As he l aid there , he began to
shiver and asked me to hold him .
I picked him up and held him in
my anus and told him everything
would be alright. Suddenly, his
eyes opened wide and he told me
be was going. l ie smiled and he
died . As he died in my arms, I
could feel the spirit leave his body
and there was nothing I could do
to stop it . I felt helpless.
I felt angry.
If we had had
some kind of life support system

with us, perhaps we could have
saved him , or if the Medivac
would have arrived sooner, then
they could have done something
for hi m .
After the sergeant's death, my
m oods and beh avior changed
overnight.
I became obsessed
with caution and voiced my opin
ions strongly to the new repl ace
ment when ever I could - as in the
fol lowing months after the ser
geant's death we began losing just
I became a
too many men .
loner.
Everyone around me
was dying. Consequently, I be
gan always to take point, check
out the bunkers and kept on the
recruits about caution and pro
cedure. I was not going to let
anything happen to me, becatLo;e I
was going to go home feet first
and not in a bodybag.
Ou the 19th of March 1969, we
were returning from a thirteen day
patrol . With our firebase in sight,
the rest of the patrol urged me to
speed up, as I was being cautious
and taking my time along the t rail
that ran along the river across
from our basecamp. We came to
an i nlet and I signaled them to stop
so I could check the inlet first
before crossing it . Since they
wanted me to hurry, it was natural
that they put up an argument . As
I was arguing with them, one of
the new recruits went ahead and
started to cross the inlet . As 1
turned around and saw him , I told
him to freeze. Then I made the
fatal mistake of jumping into the
water and wading up to him . What
I should have done wao; to have
him backtrack his steps. As I
caught up to him , either he or I
stepped on a mine that had been
planted in the inlet, blowing both
of us up.
After that point, I remember
being pulled up onto the river
bank and seeing the greenhorn ly
ing face down in the river. Ao; I
laid there, I rem em bcr thinking

V i et N a m A n d My
lny Tina Stefonowicz

D a d dy

There went to Nam a brave young m an
He fought the Coug with his bare hands
l ie watched them kill , he felt them bate
He wanted peace, though much too late
He fought with power, with freedom in mind
He dreamed of a life, of a different time
A girl back home and a family some day
Happiness found the American way
Days wi thout killing, nights without fear
Tomorrows arriving with friends still near
Hands without weapons eyes without hate
Death being dealt strictly by fate.
My daddy was a brave young man
They sent hi m a letter, he went to Nam
He became a soldier, taught only to kill
Stripped him of dignity, left only was will
Will to survive, fight for the true
Pride for his country, and hope , all he knew.
He left with his breath though all life was gone
Too many had died for reasons unknown
Too much family, too m any friends
But finally there had come an end
An end to a nightmare, an end to a war
The future showed freedom they had all fought for
Those who survived were free to go home
Each leaving with a past, none leaving alone .
A past filled with hatred, weapons, and fear
Now they were able to shed buckets of tears
Tea rs for their buddies who died knowing hate
Tears for the peace that was now far too late
Tears for the emptiness they all held within
Tears for a life to be built over again.
M y daddy was a brave young man
He came to a life , he lived through Nam
He dealt with the bad , he remai ned strong
He lifted the burdens carried so long.
We
We
We
We

pray
pray
pray
pray

for those lost , those never found
for the soldiers neve r homeward bound
for those still harboring fcclin� of hate
for a peace never again too late .

that this was not happening to me.
Somewhere along the way I sim
ply closed my eyes and the next
thing I remember is that 1 was
above my body. I could see the
medics from the fi rebase working
on me. The Medivac choppers
came and I saw them put me i u
my poncho and load me o n the
chopper .
From that point, I do not re
member much , but I do recall
being in a brightly-lit garden . I
could smell somethi ng sweet like
the honeysuckle vines back home,
and feeling very peaceful. Then,
and it is hard to explain, but, I
either heard something, it was a
voice or m aybe i t was a whisper,
like the wind . It told me that i t
w as not my time and then sud
denl y I fel t extreme pai n . I
opened my eyes and I was lying
on a table in the processing section
of the morgue at the Saigon
Hospital . Apparently, from reflex
I reached out and grabbed the arm
of a our e . I cannot say why she
wao; the re or why she chose to

walk b y m e at that time, but after
h e r i ni ti a l shock , she a nd a
corpsman rushed me to the oper
ating room .
The medical procedures were
not the kind people receive in
hospitals today . They did not
wait to put me to sleep before
starting to work on me . They
stuck hoses up my nose, I V's in
my arms and a catheter up m e . It
felt like someone reached inside
me and turned me inside out.
After these expe riences with
death, I am no longe r afraid of
i t . I respect it for its reality
and I unde rstand i t . I have
learned that death in and of itself
is not what is painful . It is the
guilt we have of unfinished thin�
and of thin� we should have said
or done when the person was
alive . And also, it is our selfish
ness which wants to keep them
with us as long as possible. How
ever, although we can 't re-make
that pao;t, keeping their memories
alive may lessen our pain and our
fear of death and dying.
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Hansen' s Choice
The Joy Luck
Club * * * *
by John Ha nsen

One of the most surprising suc
cessful fil ms of recent years h as to
be 111e Joy Luck Club. Who in
I lollywood would have ever pre
dicted that a film about four older
Chinese ladies and their daughters
would become a mnaway lllt film
in the fall movie season .
Yet, thanks to an extraordinary
story adapted from Amy Tan's
1 989 best-selling boo k and superb
actiug perfonn ances by relatively
unknown actors (most of them
Chinese), word-of-mouth has got
ten out about tills very special
film .
The story begins with a going
away party for June (Ming-Na
When), one of the daughters and
the narrator of the fil m . June's

im pact mothers can have
on their daughters Jives .
In the fil m , the daughters
frequently fail to understand thei r
mothers and, sometimes , never
really know them at all .
As each o f the stories are told,
and the daughters realize the trag
edy and hardships each of their
mothers had to go through , they
begin to understand. They get to
know their mothers for the first
time and they finally begin to un
derstand themselves.
Credit for this beautifully told
film m ust go to screenwriters Tan
and Ronald Bass Raiumau who
somehow manage to clearly tell
the stories of three generations of
four different women . Each talc
is special in it's own way and , by
the end of the fi lm, we feel we
know each of the eight characters
more intimately than most films
allow ns to know one.
Credit must also go to director
Wayne Wang who allows the fi lm

mother, Suyuan (Kieu Cbinh), bas
recently passed away and June is
preparing to travel to China to
meet up with her two half-sisters
that she has never met .
1be title of the film is the name
of the group given to Suyuan and
her three dear friends who used to
meet once a week to play Mah
Jongg and share stories of their
families and experiences.
The occasion of the party
causes each member of the group
to reflect on their Jives and to
realize t he im pact they have made
on each of their daughte rs.
It is revealed, through flash
backs, how tough life wa<;, par
t i c u l a r l y for w o m e n , i n
pre-Revolutionary China . Some
of the horrors these women expe
rienced (which included war, con
cubinage, rape, and prearranged
marriages) are held witllln and are
not easily revealed.
1brough each of the four sto
ries, it is clearly shown what an

Avt� $1u�s ��t Yvu
For me the blues is much more than

by wmiam R. Kolstad

same night that the White Sox

blues is a living thing that is gi\'en its life

clinched the Western D1vision

by the music makers and the music fans

and

that lo\'e it

The blues musicians arc a

very caring group that will help others

that

helped

mood as well .
until
closed

This was especially true when they came

going strong.

and

the

when the bar

people

were

still

It certainly was

to the aid of the family of the late Lefty

an amazing evening watching

Dil.Z

the

When Lefty passed away he left a

blues

community

substantial amount of debt. mostly from

together like that.

medical expenses.

fitting tribute

Because of this a

come

It also was a

to a

man

that

benefit was held at Buddy Guy's Legends

loved the blues and spent his life

on September 27th

creating

The benefit. which

was cal led a Blues Monda} Jam. featured
Hosted by Ralph Metcalf.

musicians

and

fans.

a large percentage of the Chicago Blues
community.

blues

The experiences of the last
month with the

loss of Lefty .._________________..

one of Lefty's biggest supporters and

Dil.Z and the related events have

friends. the parade of stars was truly

given me a stronger desire to see and

i mpressive.

The place was packed with

hear more of the blues masters that arc

musicians paying respects to Lefty, who

around now.

helped many of them out, and fans of

fewer of them every year.

It seems as if there are
I realized that

Lefty who wanted one more chance to say

there are many blues artists that I want to

good-bye.

see

Some of the musicians came from as

before

Heaven.

they

pass

on

Because of this

into
I

Blues

went to

far away as I ndiana and Michigan to p l ay

Legends to see an artist whom I had not

at this benefit.

Local stars like Koko

see n

Taylor.

Guy,

"Blue" Bland, who was a I 992 inductee

Buddy

Johnny

Dollar,

before.

The

Legendary

Bobby

Byther Smith, The Black Lone Ranger,

to the Rock and Roll

and many more played for the audience.

played a rare club appearance October

Some of the fans also brought paintings.

2nd. Bobby "Blue" is a blues singer who

pictures. and other remembrances of him

has been around for a long time and who

to share with others.

I brought a few

has been quite successful at his music.

copies of my tribute article and passed

He also often teams up with B.B. King

them out to whoeYcr wanted one.

for shows and recordings.

The

music was mostly up beat and positive
keeping the spirits of the people up.

fi lls out the blues beat
behind it.

he

affected

them.

had a chance to shine in the spotlight.
There was a special quality to his voice
when he sang that made you just flow
along with the music and feel every note.
There were times when he sang to the
audience and asking them if they were 1
feeling all right, or were the White Sox
going to win. or w hatever he said came
out in that musical tone that got the
packed house going. Bobby "Blue" Bland
is a very talented singer and a great
entertainer that makes a connection with
his audience and takes them on a journey
through the blues. He usually plays each
spring

nith B. B. King at the Star Plua

in Mcrrivillc, Indiana. If you want to see
some great blues legends at work wh1le
you still can go and see this show.
to sec you there.

I hope

section that rounds and .----=====�

and

how

Hall of Fame,

His band features an excellent horn

People were exchanging stories of Lefty

Bobby "Blue" Bland about to take the stage

The Hill "
Looks At
Economic
A Film Review b y Steve Young

The party lasted

2:00 am

through the music they create and pia)

elevate

" King Of

Isolation

Coincidentally this was held tllC

The

just music. more than a fee l ing.

to easily flow from
one story to the next
without alienating or
confusing the audi
l i e also
e n ce .
brings out some of
the most heartfelt
a n d m ov i n g p e r
fo rm ances by his
l a rge
e n se m b l e
group of fine actors
and actresses .
If you're tired of
mi ndless sequels and
action blockbusters
that fail to deliver,
then 111e Joy l.uck
Club is for you . It's
a beautifully told talc
of how much our
heritage can mean to
our own individual
Jives.

Every player

Koko Taylor singing the blues

Film-maker Steven Sodcrbergh seems to
be obsessed with isolation .
In his very successful debut , sex, lies,
and videotape, he examined the type of
isolation that comes between friends and
fan1ily members with time. I lis second,
somewhat disappointing feature, Kafka,
looked at the isolation experienced by the
exceptionally creative .
Now, with King ofthe 1 1111, the writer/di
rector examines isolation cam;ed by eco
nomic factors .
The fi lm is set in St . Louis in 1 933 and
is based on the memoirs of A.E. l lochtner.
Aaron Kurlander (superbly played by Jesse
Bradford) lives in a transient hotel with his
parents and his younger brother. Aaron
attempts to bide that fact from the teacher
and upper-crust members of his eighth
grade cl ass.
As Aaron 's father, and many other resi
dents of the hotel, go deeper into debt, the
world Aaron knows disintegrates before his
eyes. Fi rst , his friends from the hotel arc
forced out, then his brother is sent to live
with relatives.
Aaron decides to try and make enough
money to bring his brother back home with
am using schemes that are generally unsuc
cessful . Eventual ly, Aaron is left virtually
alone on the tlllrd floor of the hotel .
While a quick sum mary of the story may
make the film sound like grim viewing,
Soderbcrgh injects enough humor into the
story to m ake it not just watcbable, but quite
entertaining. Even in Aaron 's darkest mo
ments, his natural joy for l i fe shines
through .
The film works on a number of levels: as
a period piece, as a coming of age story and
as comparative social com mentary. Bnt,
most of all , it presents well-crafted charac
ters in real situations, the foundation of any
good film .
Hopefully, the setting will not scare audi
ences away. 1bis film is not designed to
depress anyone . Despite its sometimes pain
ful realism , King of the IIill celebrates life .
I suspect many viewers will leave with a
brighter perspective on their own situations .
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Savage Metal
Savatage-Edge

Of Vwms

(Atlantic Records)

A Music Review by Steve Reid
While fluff metal bands such as Bon Jovi and harder edged bauds
l i ke MctaJiica have garnered great success over the past decade,
Savatagc has been releasing good albums that have gone practically
unheard . With the release of their new album , Edge

Of V10rns,

Savatage is hoping to break from this pattern and reach a wider
audience .
While the band h as achieved some critical success, their albums have
received very little air-play on l ocal radio stations and on MTV. That's
starting to change with E.ilge, as the Bla7..e has been giving plenty of

Winning Respect With

air-time to their two top singles, the title t rack " Edge of Thorns " and
"Sleep . "
Those o f you who have already heard Savatage will be surprised to

Shootyz Groove
b y J e ff DineUi
For anyone looking for a

know that Jon Oliva is no longer their lead singer. Although Jon played
piano and keyboards on the album and co-produced it with his brother
and lead guitarist Chris Oliva, be left the baud to write another

would be more at home in the

get -- and it translates brilliantly

com forts of a state-of-the-art stu

live .

dio facility, where they could mix

The intense guitar riff on "The

conceptual album like the previom; Sa vat age offering Streets: A Rock

Opera.

With Jon gone the baud brought in Zachary Stevens, a lead man

reminiscent of Geoff Tate o f Queensryche . Stevens' potent voice file;

fresh tip on the m usic scene, lis

all the diverse sounds together

Craze " , the best song of the set,

perfectly with Savatage ' s style of mixing hard rockers with powe rful

ten up.

into a glossy package that would

and the loopy lyrics which propel

ballads.

more easi ly showcase the indi

the pro-m a rijuana anthem " Bud

Some highl ights on the album include the guitar laden, hard rockers

Shootyz Groove is a m u lti

dahful Day" were highlights of

" Degrees of Sanity" and "Conversation Piece . " On " Follow Me , "

w h a t S b oo t y z

this night, when the songs off

Savatage hits home for m any people with the lyrics "his new weekly

mix of rap, metal, funk, hip-hop

Groove i s a l l abou t , howeve r .

" Respect" were re-invented, new

bible, the modern T . V . guide . Every night he stares back at the scree n . "

and jazz and featu res a louder

This is not a conventional act, t o

songs were showcased , and great

The band surrounded " Follow Me" w i t h two beauti ful l y done instru

than-hell live set that wowed a

say t h e least.

fw1 was bad by all .

mentals, with Jon playing some superb piano.

recent China Club audience with

cite different influences, the band

Sbootyz Groove gets around to

their positive vibes and killer

(which incl udes bassist Spec,

recording a full-length album (te

books .

cult u ral , Bronx-based quartet
that spcci ali/..es i n an am azing

vidual band member's talents.
Th a t ' s

not

Though they al l

Whenever

The apex o f the album comes on "All That I Bleed" and "Sleep . "
" Bleed" starts out slow,

d rum m e r Dose , and gui t arist

native plans were set for Janu

but in

released a

Donny) is best when si mply get

ary),

style, the song explodes

thumping EP ou M e rcury Re

t i ng together and seeing what

something no m usic lover win

into an i ntense rocker ,

want to miss.

and then slows to a beau

The Groove just

the

resu l t s

will

be

usual Savatagc

cords entitled " Respect " , and

happens when they start jam

that's exactly what the guys earn

m i ng.

Thei r sound is not con

tiful end . On the other

after a few listens to the album 's

t rived -- what you sec is what you

hand, "Sleep" keeps the

five tracks .

s a m e , h a u n t i n g pace

Not onl y do songs

throughout . The lyrics "I

such as " Buddah Blessed " and

would let the whole thing

" Rocki u ' In The Wilde rness"

kee p ,

feature the street-sm art rapping

if I

could just

sleep , " seems to be talk

o f tag-team fron tmen Sense and

ing directly to m e , as it

Season , backed by a powe r-trio
dishing out thrash/metal m a4-

is one of my creeds i n

ncss, the EP was recorded live ,

l i fe .
I f you 've never heard

and rele ased as-is .

Savatage before , you ' re

This is an e x t re m e l y bold

missing out on a very good band. And if you ' re a Savatage fan already,

m ove for a band that see m i n gl y

you will not be disappointed with the new lead singer or the new album .

IPO Season Opens

The Groove

Oct . 1 7

Speaks

corporales American folk music l
Lively m usic for smaller en

Season , Donny, Sense, Spec

sembles is featured i n the l l l i nois

and Dose , the members of Shoo

Phi lharmonic Orchest ra's 1 993

tyz Groove , have a lot to say.

Chamber Series. Performed i n

During a 45-minute interview
with the I nnovator

t he y ad

dressed a variety of subjects .

On t h e i r beginn i n gs a n d
sound:
" I t was a joke . . . We al l had
different things goi ng, di ffe rent
bands, but at one time all the
projects were on hiatus . We used
to get together and drink a lot of
Crazy Horse (the m alt-liquor the
band praises in "The Craze " ),
smoke herbs and j am . We bad a
Jot of di fferent i nfluences, but we
just put them

all together. I t

wasn ' t serious . . . W e never had
any intention of being metal/rap
band, or anything, it just hap
pened . "

O n com parisons t o Rage
Against The Machine:
" W e ' re d i fferen t .

We l i k e

the m , but we're different . We
understand that people

in

the

press h ave to m ake comparisons
and find similarities, but, it's l i ke

Rage is building doors and we ' re

We have total respect for their

building cabinets . "

culture. We know Crazy Horse

On marijuana legalization:

was a great fuckin ' man, but its

"We don't all smoke i t , just

also a great fuckin ' beer and we

these three of us (Season, Sense

love i t ! " (At this point Dose, the

and Spec). But we all think i t

drummer, who is part Native

should b e l egal i zed, just l i ke

American, enters the room and is

cigarettes and alcohol . It's defi

asked about his feelings on Crazy

nitely got medicinal qualities. A

Horse . H is response : " You'll get

lot of bands sing about gcttin'

m y testimony at the congres

stoned and causing trouble , but

sional hearings . " )

we try to show another side of the
hcrbs . . . tbat i t

can

be a positive,

spiritual thing. "

On Crazy Horse Malt Liq
uor:

O n the decision t o make their
rmt release a live recording:
" I t took baJis to put that out,
but that's what we wanted . . . We
wanted to come out with some

" I t's Sbootyz Groove in a bot

thing l i ve that has no ove rdubs to

t le . . . The company took some

show what we are about : Re

h e a t from

N a t i ve Am e r i c a n

spect, l i ke the title. We ' re a live

groups w h o wanted i t banned,

band, we like playing live; people

they even took it to court . They

have a

said i t degraded their cul ture. We

That's what we wanted to project

know all about Native American

on the E P . That's what we ' re

I listory and we arc not racists .

about . "

good

time at our shows .

as infl uenced by the com pose r's
im pressions of our country.
Featured performers include ,
Carlos Valdez, violin; Betty L e

t h e inti m ate setting of Freedom

wis, viol i n ; Matthew M antel l , vi

H al l 's M an i l ow Theater, 4 1 0

ola; and Emily L ewis Mantel l ,

Lakewood Boulevard , Park For

violoncello. Following the per

est, the Chamber Se ries concertc;

form ance, audience mem bers can

showcase the talents of some of

m i ngle and meet the musicians at

the orchestra's finest mllc;icians .

a special Post-Concert reception

Opening the season will be the

hosted by Friends of the Ill inois

IJlinois Philharmonic's wouder

Philharmonic.

, ful String Quartet On Sunday,
October 1 7 at 4 :00 p . m .
The String Quartet Chamber

Re m ai n i n g Chamber Series
concerts include a Woodwind En
semble pe rform ance on Novem

Concert will feature a traditional

ber

ensemble of violins, viol a , and

Holiday Concert on December

21

and t he Brass Quintet

ce l l o begi n n i n g w i t h Verd i ' s

1 2.

.lovely "String Quartet i n E m i -

Chamber Series arc $1 9.00. Sin

1 nor. " The spirit of Bach with a
'
Lati n Am e rican twist w i l l be

gle tickets are $8.00 e ach . Tickets

Tickets to the three concert

arc also available for the Illinois

beard in Vi l l a Lobos' " Bachianas

Philharmonic's annual Pops Con

Brasil ieras No . 5 . " Following in

cert to be held on Saturday, No

termission will be Bruckne r's tra

vem be r 13 and the five concert

ditional

" Rondo in C M i nor . "

Orchestra Series beginning i n

Concluding the perform ance will

January. For fu rther information,

, be Dvorak's "String Quartet in F
M ajor, " otherwise known as the
"American Quartet , " which in-

tickets, or a free scac;on brochure ,
call 708/48 1 -7774 .
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German Educators Discuss Ideas With GSU
German educators arc hoping
to glean ideas from the United
States higher education network
as the republic considers over
hauling its college and university
system .
Dr. Michael Daxner, president
of the University of Oldenburg in
L ower Saxony, is one of the ad
vocates of change . "This tremen
dou s l y r i c h s y s t e m h as t h e
potential o f a breakdown," he told
the audience at Governors State
University where he was a guest
speaker.
Dr. Daxner said Germany m ust
look to a new system that removes
the state from full authority of the
educational system . Reformers
arc calling for the Gcrntan federal
government to continue control as
tbe general underwriter, but relin
quish di rectives on teaching and
scholarship.

In Germany, all students get
free tuition, and a vast majority
also get free room and board, free
amenities, such as telephone serv
ice, and living expenses. " Parents
don't save for college educations
as you do here , " he told the audi
ence. Dr. Daxncr advocates fees
from parents or a taxation system
for higher education support .
Germany can not go on with
that type of free , state-run , auto-

cratic system , Dr. Daxner argued,
because it l acks accountability, i t
i s t oo costly, and it doesn 't con
form to higher education in the
European Comm unity (EC).
Reformers are suggesting the
autonomy and appropriations for
colleges and universities should
be left to the government, but
policy and educational di rectives
should be the responsibility of a
locally or regionally accountable

board that would help differenti
ate campus philosophy and m is
sion .
" We m ust get a democratic
transition, not one that questions
who owns a university but under
stands student access and con
trol , " Dr. Daxner explained.
After World War I I , Germany
didn't pay close attention to its
higher education system . In 1 963,
Ge rm an officials real i zed the
state's higher education appro
priation was the same as Ghana 's .
Greater resources were poured
i nto the system . In five years,
Germany opened 40 new poly
technic i nstitutions, which Dr.
Daxncr described as a cross be
tween a United States commlmity
college and a university.
lit 1 976, higher education leg
islation gave the federal gove rn
ment the right to act on education
issues . Since then, financing has
stagnated, and although new uni-

D r . Michael Daxner (center), Pres. Wolff, and Dr.
Culver

Counselin g C lub

At RUSH
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from the Hospital
When students first visit Rush University they often ask, "Where's the campus?"
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And our reply is,

·everywhere!" That's because you will find our students throughout Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's
Medical Center.

Whether you're in a classroom, patient room or operating room, you're at Rush

University. The hallmark of Rush is its unification of education

and practice which promotes a dynamic

and evolving learning environment. The faculty are practitioners as well as teachers and researchers,

demonstrating up-to-date professional knowledge in the clinical setting while transmitti ng theoretical
and practical expertise in the classroom. The foundation of the University is an outstanding patient
care setting; Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Center is recognized as one of the leading
hospitals in the nation.
For more information about bachelors degrees in Nursing, Medical Technology, and Perfusion
Technology, or masters degrees in Nursing, Occu pational Therapy, Speech-Language Pathology,
Audiology, Clinical Nutrition, Health Systems Management, or doctorate degrees in

versities have been built, the pri
orities have changed .
But accountability has not . Un
l ike in the United States where
professors m ust work for tenure,
publish and do research , German
professors all too often will be
off-campus for weeks at a time
attending conferences . Students
are left with assignment notes
f r o m p ro fe ssors . And , D r .
Daxner stressed, Germany m ust
begin recognizing "that all re
searchers can't teach . "
The university president was in
the United States as a guest of the
University of Maryland and Geor
getown University discussing new
acad e m i c a l l i ances b e t w e e n
Europe and the United States a t
meetings in Washington . "Almost
al l of us at the meeting, " he says,
"agreed the future will be split
between regional and superintcr
national activities . "

Nursing,

Anatomical Sciences, Biochemistry lnvnunology, Medical Physics, Pharmacology, Physiology, or

The turn out w as over
whelm ing! The GSU Counsel
i ng Club held i t 's monthly
meeting on Friday (October 8,
'93). Over 20 people showed
up! It was presided over by
Eileen Truszkowski and the
meeting wa<; held at the Student
Life Center.
Notes :
ACA (American Counseling
A<;sociation) Convention is in
April 1 994 . It 's a MUST for
MOST! . . . The name change ,
it's constitution, and the by
laws of the Counseling Club arc
under review . Stay in touch!
Healing stress-management
courses arc being offered at the
Student Li fe Center.
Kudos were given to "Shir
ley Grant " and " Mary

Hcl lings" for being the angels
of
the
department!
Hel p each other out . . . "The
Program Is l iard But It's Worth
It. .. " said Mary Johnson , now
a gradua t i ng Counselor .
Speaking to the group, she
stressed the importance of net
working among graduate stu
dents . "The internship is great.
And guess what? . . . the former
GSU president's m ansion is
now being used for departmen
tal supe rvi sionary-scssions . "
I ler experiences at GSU pro
vided valuable information for
all .
The next meeting is sched
uled for Friday, October 22,
1993 ; at 5 p.m . . . . same place.
Come Join Us! Gobble some
submarines.

Neurological Sciences, contact: College Admission Services, 17 43 West Harrison Street, Room 1 1 9,
Chicago, Illinois 606 1 2

(312) 942-71 00.

R U S H
Medical College

U N I V E R S I T Y

Colege of Nursing

Colege of Health

Sciences

Graduate College

GLOBAL HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH SERIES
Edited By T. Dean Fidan
ANGOLA

Land m i nes have rende red
large areas of arable l and and
pastur e , m any roads, bridges,
river banks, vill ages, and some
important economic i nstallations
unfit for the people of Angola .
Anti-personnel land mines pre
sent a serious and chronic threat
to civilians .
BRAZIL

An update of a 1 987 Americas
Watch report , Urban Police Vio
lence in Brazil describes incident<;
of torture and extrajudicial kil l
ings by police and updates spe
cific cases prcviotLc;ly reported.
It finds that some authorities i n
both states have tried t o add ress
the problem of the mistreatment
of suspects and torture in police
predncts, and such incidents have
become less com mon, while the

problem of extra-judicial killing;
by vigilante groups continues .
CIIINA

Despite the release of several
dozen re ligious prisoners, the
Chinese government's repression
of religious freedom intensified in
1 992 and 1 993 , apparently fu
elled by an unprecedented growth
in religious activity. Rather than
long prison sentences for viola
tors of official religious policy,
other forms of punishment, such
as short term detention, prohibi
tive fines, destruction of personal
property, surveillance and forced
relocations of influential clergy,
are now common . Moreover,
Xu WcuJi and Wei Jing;hcng
have been held in solitary con
finement for 13 and 15 consecu
tive years respectively for alleged
counter-revolutionary offenses.
Whereas Wei rejected Marxism
and called for the cstablishn1ent of
full Western-style democracy in

China, Xu sought to promote a
democratic and pluralist transfor
mation of the existing socialist
system . For the Com mu nist
Party: Wei was the infidel and Xu
the heretic, but the 1 5-year sen
tences given to both men suggest
that what counted for the authori
ties was the mere fact of public
opposition.
CUBA
Cubans are all too familiar
with their government's perennial
campaigns to "pe rfect " all aspects
of Cuban society . Yet after more
than three decades in power, Fi
del Castro's government has suc
ceeded in perfecting nothing so
much a<; its pervasive system of
control . With the collapse of
world com munism aud the Cuban
economy in free fall , this system
has incrcac;ed in importance as a
foundation for the governments's
maintenance of power .

GREEC E

Fearing that the Fonner Yugo
slav Republic of Macedonia has
designs on i ts northern region
(also named Macedonia), the out
going gove rnment of Greece has
limited freedom of expression
through an intensive campaign
that combines propaganda and a
series of extraordinary criminal
prosecutions for dissenters.
TURKEY

In February 1 993 Helsinki
Watch documented sixteen deaths
that occurred during the interro
gation of suspects at police sta
tions throughout Turkey during
the previous year. There are four
more cac;es in which people de
tained by police died in custody.
B A LKAN

TATES: }'OR

M E R-YUGOSLAVIA

The issue of War Crimes in
Bosnia-He rcegovi n a : Helsinki
Watch monitoring human rightc;
abuses and violations of the l aws

of war in both Croatia and Bosnia
since the conflict began docu
mented the appalling brutality in
flicted on the civilian popul ation
and called on the U . N . Security
Council to take appropriate steps
to prevent and suppress genocide
and to establish a war crimes t ri
bunal to try and punish those re
sponsi bl e for crimes against
hum anity. Despite the weighty
evidence contained in these re
ports and other evidence that has
been presented to the United Na
tions, extreme abuses continue .
The above inform ation was
gathered from the " H UMAN
R IGHTS WATCI I " New(s) Re
lea-ses for Fall 1 993 . More in
depth topical/ regional/or country
specific publications arc available
from : I l uman Rights Watch, Pub
lications Depart ment, 485 Fifth
Avenue, New York , NY 100176104. Phone : (2 1 2) 986- 1 980.
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Playboy Fiction

Rock The Bells !

Contest Open
P l a yboy m a ga zi n e a n
nounces the ninth annual Play
boy College Fiction contest .
Entries will be accepted after
September 1st , 1 993 with an
entry deadline of January 1st,
1 994 .
"Our short story contest is
becoming an i nstitution on
cam pus . This year we had
more submissions than ever
before and the talent we pre
view is always encouraging, "
says Playboy's fiction editor,
Alice Turner .
The annual writing compe
tition, open to all registered

Commentary by Jeff Dinelli

undergraduate and graduate
college students, is the only
collegiate fiction contest spon
sored by a m ajor national
m agazine .
For details on the competi
tion see the enclosed contest
poster, the October issue of
Playboy, on sale Septembe r
7th , o r contact M ark Healy at
(2 1 2) 261-5000 .

On college cam puses across the
country, students walk across the
quad , thinking about upcoming ex
ams or the football team's latest
effort , and the gentle chiming of
beJis surrounds them . Like keg
parties, ha7jng, and non-returnable
text books, bells are an essential
component in what makes up the
atmosphere of campus life .
GSU doesn't really have a cam
pus life, but we do have bells. The
Col umbus Carillon, e rected last
year in part to commemorate the
'
sOOth anniversary of Columbus'
voyage to America, stands in front
of the school , and sometimes if I
close my eyes as I walk through the
parking lot, I feel as if I 'm on a real
campus, heading back to the donn
or to a pep rally or (more likely) the
local bar.
My fantasy is soon squelched,
however, when I begin to make out
what exactly it is that the CariJion
is playing. Could it bc . . . why
it's . . . "The Age Of Aquarius"!?!
You've probably noticed by now
that the Columbus CariJion doesn't
exactly play traditional numbers,
opting for such "hits" as the " Ro
meo and Juliet" theme, "Yester
day" and even that old college
favorite, "Feelings" (ugh). While
the " Romeo and Juliet" theme
might get me in the proper mood if
I were heading for Dr. l loldstein's
Shakespeare class, all "Feelings"
gets me in the mood for is to maybe
break somcbody's neck.
The controversy over the bells
has been swelling for montlL<; now,
leading some smart -alec to suggest
via the Wall of Truth that perhaps
some rap or hi p-hop selections
would fit more nicely. While Pub
lic 1 -.oem y's "Night Of The Living
Ba<;eheads" set to bells is an in
triging thought, Rita Nagy, the Co
ordinator of Campus Activities, has
patiently explained that a tape of rap
song<; is not found in the catalog of
possible choices.

For m ore I nfo . contact :
Shirley Nicoletta (2 12) 6883030
P l ayboy m agazi ne , 730
Fift h Avenue, New York ,
N . Y . 1 00 1 9.

Mem bership Offered
at Loca l Food
Cooperative
The South Suburban Food
Cooperative in Matteson is of
fering new members a special
$5 coupon to celebrate Octo
ber - National Co-op Month.
The Co-op is a consumer co
operative fonned in 1 974 for
the purpose of providing to its
members good quality, low
cost foods and products .
The Co-op features fresh
produce; organic and vegetar
ian selections; l ow-sodium ,
sugar-free, or chem ical-free
foods and beverages; foods for
special dietary needs; cruelly
free personal care products;
and, ecologically safer hom;c
hold products .
In addition for a one year
membership fcc each student
or regular mem be r is respon
sible for two hours of work
each month with a variety of
jobs from which to choose .

The Co-op is one of some
45,000 cooperative organi za
tions in the United States pro
viding food , fann marketing,
housing, insurance , fl oral
services, electrical power or
day care . Like most coopera
tives, it is 100 pe rcent owned
by its members and operates
according to the Rochdale
Principles developed in Eng
l and in 1 844 .
These principles i ncl ude
open and voluntary member
ship; democratic control with
one member-one vote; return
of profit to members; limited
rate of return on investments;
con t i nuous ed uca t i o n fo r
mem bers and the public; and,
cooperation among coopera
tives.
For more i nfonn ation
call 708-747-2256 or visit the
South suburban Food Co-op,
2 1750 Main St reet, Stawicki
Industrial Park in Matteson.

l

Queen's Knight Out
(B.T. Batsford Ltd.)

by J . B. Godfrey
Accelerated Dragon

l11c books continue to pour
in, so let's look at those fi rst .
K i n gs I n d i a n

D e fence -

j samisch Variation
by M. Tirabassi

(Distribu ted by: Chess Co. ,
P.O. Box 8, Davenport, lA .

52805)

by J o h n

Donaldson a n d

Jeremy Silman

Do n a l dson and Si l m a n
have both proved that the Ac
celerated Dragon is a viable
o pe n i n g . The book docs
prove that black has some po
s i t i o n a l a n d t a c t i c a l r e
sources .
llte material was nicely ar
ranged, the analysis was con
v i nc i n g, a nd t h e re we re
plenty of gan1es to follow .
For the few players who play
the Accelerated Dragon, this
book is a good buy.

It's tlice to have some up
dated analysis on the Samisch
variation . The re have been
some major changes in the
opening, thanks to Kasparov.
If you're wondering if the
pawn sac "6 . . . C5" is cov
ered? Yes, it is, and very ex
tensively. lrus is a m ust buy The Sicilian Scheveningen
for K . l . D .!.
players
by
G . Kasparov and A .
:f.._�
. ...;..:...:__
. . ------_::;:
1---__ .:.....:!.
Bo lh p rob lc m s arc w h it e lo m ov i kitin
nd win .
1 .) 1 .g7 Qxg7
2.Ph8= Qch QxQ
3. Rxh8ch
2.) l .h 8 = Qch Qxh8
2. N l•7ch wins .
•
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I would say anytime you
get world class analysis on an
opening you love to pi ay, then
you should do so and disrc•
gard the cost . Ntr reading
this book, this still holds true.
The Sicilian Schcvcningcn
c h a m p i o ned
by
Gary
Ka<;parov, not only docs this
bood have his analysis and
ideas, but it has been updated
by another top-notch Grand
mao;ter, Raymond Keene.
If you're an E4 player or
you play this line of the sicil
ian, then tllis book is for you.

In fact , Ms. Nagy told
me that "there arc onl y a
couple of tapes available"
for the school to choose
from , and while it may
seem like the current se
l ection is som e rctro1 960's tape-from - hel l ,
it's actually a n "easy lis
tening" choice. I for one
find " Memories" to be
quite difficul t, i f not pain
ful , listening, but I guess
i t ' s a m at t e r of t aste .
How about an al l - Led
Zeppelin tape? Wouldn't
"Stairway To Heaven" or
" Kashmir" t ranslate won
derfully to bells?
It turns out that what
D r . Vi r gi n i o P i ucci ,
Chairman of the Com mit
tee in charge of installing
the Carillon, had in mind
was a more traditional se
lection of song; . He told
me that his "dream " was
Is the Cari l lon too mel low?
to have some sort of
multi -cultural bell thing
goi ng. For i nsta nce ,
there's a really nice Walt Whitman
around Martin Luther King Day,
the Carillon could play old spiritu quote engraved in the base of the
Carillon. I find it sadly ironic,
als, J ewish selections could be
therefore, that we arc often sub
heard surrmmding Jewish holidays,
I rish songs chiming on St . Patrick's jected to the hypersensitive "Bridge
Over Troubled Water", written by
Day, etc . (come to think of it, U2
that pseudointellcctual twi rp, Paul
or Sincad O'Connor set to bells in
Simon. II ruins the whole thing for
March may actually work).
me somehow, but that's just the
At any rate, since Dr. Piucci is
rock critic in me coming out again,
now reti red , he said that it's up to
sorry about that .
us to choose the music, suggesting
The point here is that a bunch of
that maybe the Student Government
very
generous i ndividuals donated
could raise funds to purcha<;c tapes.
a
lot
of
money to install the Carillon
I proposed that Student Senate hold
(if
the
sidewalks
arc ever i nstalled
a town meeting to disctL<;S my :t..cp
maybe the rest of you can sec all the
pelin idea, but I don 'I think I got
names and the Whitman quote for
very far.
yourselves).
If we want the bells to
Dr. Piucci also mentioned that
evoke
a
campus
atmosphere , we
part of the deal in erecting the Car
should
either
program
more tradi
illon last year was that some land
tional
m
usic
or
just
go
all -out and
scaping be done around the area,
do
something
really
weird
like all
and although he believes the wood
Zeppelin
.
"
M
isty
Mmmtain
Hop" ,
for sidewalks is in the building
anyone?
somewhere, it hasn 't been put out
yet . In addition , I also noticed that

-·Jf#Mt1H�i1:1R•l:1•D
WE BUY & SELL

USED CDS
We pay TOP DOUAR for your USED CD's

We sell HUNDREDS of USED CD's at

$7.99 and

under

(Double and Imports sllghtly higher)

We stock all the current CD's. Imports. Alternative.

�-------,

Rap. Tapes, Cassette Singles, T-Shlrts. Accessories

and much more. We also special order at no extra cost!

r. - - - - - - - - ,

: UCSD�Ds ��� : : 2$1��}? :

Rtg. S7JU llllr
I
Will �
I I
\. Will! Coupon DIIHS.C Exp. I t ·lid} I \. OFF DIIHS.a Exp. , - 1 6.� I
� - - - - - - - - -" � - - - - - - - - ""

I

�/.DISGOUNT RECORDS
FRANKFO RT
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g

h

•

b

c

d

•

f

g

h

Rt. 30 &: La. Grange (8 15) 464·5444
HOMEWOOD .. Halsted &: Rtdge - (708) 799-9900
MATTESON Rt.30 & Govemors .. (708) 461-4550
MIDLOTHIAN l48th &: Cicero (708) 687·6060 �
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an�

thought to be originated from the Celts
as well.

I ndividuals went to the homes

of other people asking for food in the
name of a Celtic god who was supposed
to punish those who were stingy. Later,
the Christians went from door-to-door asking for
soul

why do we cc1eoratc
version of an

Celtic festival

known as

cakes

on

All

Saints

Day.

To

the

superstitious Celts, bats and owls were see n as

Samhain was originally celebrated on

messengers from the world of the dead. To be caught

October 3 1 , the same day that Halloween falls upon

by one meant that a person would be transported to

Samhain.

the world of the dead, or would be possessed by a dead

today.
Samhain was primarily a festival of sacrifice and
reflection.
B.C

.•

It was practiced as early as the 5th century

but was probably an old tradition even at that

time. Samhain was a time to say a temporary farewell

to the God of the Celts. The people bel ieved that

their God laid down his life for his people at
the end of the year (which Samhain was to the

spirit.

Bats are still

decorations.

part

of modern

Halloween

Jack-o-Lanterns were originally carved

out of turnips in old I reland.

A turnip was carved

with a hideous face to scare away the spirits of the
dead, \\ rule the candle was placed inside to light the
way for the living to return home safely.

I rish

Americans just

more

found

that

pumpkins

were

Celts), only to be reborn at Yule time. The

plentiful here than turnips. Samhain was sometimes

people sacrificed animals to symbolize

called The Feast of Apples. This reference to apples

thedeath of the God. Samhain was also
time to reflect back upon the last year

during Samhain led to the bobbing for apples
game that is played during Halloween.
While witches as we know them today were

and to remember loved ones who had
left the world in death. It was believed
that the worlds of the living and the
dead were very close at this time, mean
ing that it was the best time of the year to

not

actually

present

at

the

early

Samhain

festivals. witches arc ancient and pagan. and the
Witch

motif

persists

broomsticks are

real ly

today.

Witches

remnants

on

of ancient

try to communicate with dead friends. It was

fertility dances that were performed to i nsure

also considered the best day of the year to try to predict

good crops and an abundance of livestock.

the outcome of the year to come through various

People (usually women) would mount brooms

fortune telling methods such as the patterns that sacred

and jump over fires to prove that they were

sticks and stones made w hen thrown, and the pattern

worthy of good fortune.
Black cats were thought to be the familiar of

of sptlled bl()9d from a sacrificed animal.
How did we get from Samhain in Celtic lands and

witches of old. A familiar was supposed to be an

ancient times to Halloween i n 1 993 in America? As

animal that the witch had a special. unnatural

was

other holidays that we celebrate. Samhain

link with. All these old traditions have no\'< bee n

Christianized

slightly modernized and are part of American

Christians.

\11'-

to

make

Normally,

the

it

acceptable

Christian

to

church

Halloween lore.

So if you want to celebrate Samhain I

would take over an existing Pagan festival and

�"
· ,� it a special Christian meaning. The people

-

Halloween in the old style, (and I'm not talkin'

were still celebrating on the same day as the old

cheap beer) here arc some things that you can

holiday, but with the Christian masses sung all

do:

in Latin, they often did not know the difference.

illuminate the way for the living returning home

has happened with

many other Pagan

, such as Christmas in place of Yule, or
Easter replacing Beltiane.
Christian

church

turned

In the 9th century, the

candles

around

from different places.

your

home

to

Perhaps prepare a meal

that contains apples, pomegranates, pumpkins,
squashes, beets, turnips, corn, or nuts.

These

All

items arc common this time of year, and are

This day was a

parts of modem, and ancient, Samhain feasts.

Samhain-time into

Saints Day or Feast of All Saints.

Light

time to celebrate the l ives and deeds of all the

Spare a few moments from the busy day to think

Christian saints.

of your loved ones that have died.

The night before All Saints Day

(the original day of Samhain) became All Hallows

Do not dwell

on their deaths, or regret their passings, but

Eve, shortened to Halloween. Halloween did not

celebrate their lives by remembering them

come to this country until the 1 840s. It was brought

The most important thing that you can do

over as a cultural tradition by the immigrants from

during this season is to keep an open mind.

and England.

Pagans want to be recognized as sane,

Many of the traditions of Halloween are actually
very old.

The idea of dressing up in costumes is

�������... from Celtic times.

The people would masquerade as

rational human beings. They do not deny the
beliefs of Christianity

to

Christians,

hideous beings to scare away souls looking for

Buddhism to Buddhists, or the beliefs

human bodies to inhabit.

Later, the Christians

of any group to that group's believers.

turned this event into a parade of Saints and other

They simply ask that you do the same

holy people.

for them.

The idea of trick or treating is

the

beliefs of Judaism to Jews, the beliefs of

\
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GSU ENROLLM ENT ON THE RISE
for all of us at GSU , " said the

the region and to make excellent

university presiden t , PauJa Wolff.

education accessible to an who

su rpassed the 5 ,500 student m ark

"We have set

course of excel

wish i t . A goal developed from

this fall with an enroll m e nt in

lence i n teaching, and we bel ieve

that m ission is the eventual dou

crease of more than 8 . 2 percent

s t udents recognize that . They

bling of the size of the university.

over last year.

Gove rnors State University has

a

come to GSU because of the pro

Governors State University is a

Early num bers show the 5 ,558

fessors and what they have to of

state-supported institution offe r

students about evenly divided i n

fer , because the diverse student

ing junior and senior courses to

undergraduate a n d graduate stud

body allows them to Jearn from

help students com plete bachelor's

ies at the university.

each other, and because of GSU's

degrees i n one of 21 m ajors, and

array of resou rces from re-entry

graduate courses i n

skills workshops to fi nancial aid

Most of its classes are offered

assistance .

during the evening to accommo

E n rol l m e n t for the

1 99 2-93

academic year was 5, 1 3 3 .
Prel i m i nary figures show Gov
ernors State University students

"This is not an easy year for us.

have set an all-ti m e high i n course

We are strapped for space because

20

m ajors .

date the students.
The general profile of a GSU

enrollments as well . Latest fig

of two m ajor construction pro

student is someone 32 years old,

ures show students registered for

jects, and more students means

working and with family obliga

nearly 36,000 credit hours.

more work . But I believe each of

tions. The student has come back

Final enrollment and credit

us at Governors State knows that

to complete a bachelor's degree or

hour totals will be available Oct .

students are the reason we a re

earn a master's degree to move

13.

here. We can work th rough the

i nto a new field or advance at a

c h a l l e n ge s as we m e e t t h e i r

current position.

Typically, students generate a
credit hour for each hour they are

For inform ation on the univer

needs," the president sai d .
Last year, a s part of i t s rede

i n class during a week.

sity and its course offerings, call

"The credit and student num 

fined m ission , Governors State re

the GSU Adm issions Office at

bers are extremely encouraging

newed its com mitment to serve

(708) 534-4490.

OCTOBER IS
CUSTOMER APPRECIATION MONTH

find Out About

THANK YOU
SPECIALS

2c ��·-1
COPIES �

Limit 500 per
customer, 8.5" x 1 1 "
White Bond.

49C
FAX

Sending &
Receiving,
domestic transmissions only,
per page.
."hone ch•rges may apply

$2 OFF k!!!J
-= - -----

UPS

Ground, 2-Day or Overnight
& All Other UPS Services.
Per customer, per day.

�
D 1os so3- 1 69o

MAIL BOXES ETC.

Olymp11 Square Shoppu� Center
3432 W. Vollmer Rd.
Olympia Fields, IL 60-$19
Fax 708 503-1684
M-F 9.<.; Sat 9-S. Closed Swt

The U . S .
& Native
Americans

Today's Fast Growing Demand
For Doctors Of Podiatric Medicine.

a two-day workshop offe red at
Governors State University Oct .

1 5 and 1 6.
Led by GSU Professor Paul
Schranz and Potawatorui Indian
Jerry Lewis, the workshop on the

COUNSELING
GAY TEENS
OFFERED
Generally, high school years

focus on high school students.

are a time of sexual discovery. But

Topics will i nclude how to iden

how

tify homosexuals , what the facts

parents, counselors and

can

school adm inistrators help gay

are about the stereotypes, how to

teens cope?

reduce the risk of runaways, how

The question will be explored

to i nvolve the fam ilies and when

i n the Oct . 29 and 30 workshop

not to, resources for homosexual

"Counseling Gay Teens" at the

youth in the Chicago area, dealing

Holiday

with one's own homophobi a , and

Inn

C h i c a go - De s

Plai nes/O'Hare Airport i n Des
Plaines.

tinuing education units (CEUs)

Gove rnors State University who

can be obtained for attending the

has done research on, and coun

workshop. The college credit tui

seling for, gay teens will lead the

tion is $ 1 77 for undergraduates

two-day 9 a . m . to 5 p . m . work

and $ 1 8 1 for graduates. The non

shop.

credit fee is $ 1 00 .

Depending on one's definition,

For d ass preparation, students

it is estimated between 15 and 25

should ask for the syllabus and

percent of the popuJ ation are gay,

reading J ist when they register.

lesbian and bisex ual , Dr.

Mat

The textbook Dr. M atteson will

teson explains. "Among youth,

use is "The New L oving Someone

they are an at-risk population -for

Gay" by Don Clark, and " Young,

peer abuse , for sexual abuse, for

Gay and Proud" by Sasha Alyson.

AIDS, for running away and for
suicide , " he notes .

OFFERED

1001 North Dearborn Street

Learn about the opportunities for you in podiatric
medicine. If you're interested in a medical career that's
personally. professionally and financially rewarding,
don't miss this seminar.
Our population's growing emphasis on sports and
exercise, combined with the rapidly increasing number
of older Americans, is creating an unprecedented
demand for new doctors in podiatric medicine.
Find out why Scholl College is the leader in podiatric
medical education. Today's DPMs are specialists in
podiatric sports medicine, children's foot care, diabetic
foot care, diagnostic services, biomechanics and foot
and ankle surgery. And over one third of them are
Scholl graduates!
Scholl's progress ive curriculum, clinic facilities and
teaching affiliation with a major medical center provide
unparalleled preparation for a rewarding profession as a
podiatric physician.
Come hear all about what's in it for you . . . scholar
ships, student lifestyle, outstanding faculty and more.
Sign up for the Scholl College of Podiatric Medicine
Career Seminar today.

The

fantasies

developed

This workshop meets from 9

through l anguage i n "The Great

a . ru . to 5 p . m . both d ays at Gov

Gatsby" will be discussed i n an

ernors State's m ai n campus in

Oct . 29 and 30 workshop at Gov

University Park. Tuition is $ 152

ernors State University.

for undergraduates and $ 1 56 for

F. Scott Fi tzgerald 's classic
story is a parable of modern m an's

Keeping America On Its Feet.

grad uates . The noncredit fee is

$ 100.

and wom an's inability to face re

Reserv a t i o ns are being ac

ality, according to adjunct profes

cepted by the GSU Office of Con

sor Willis McNel l y . Through this

fere nces/Wo rkshops

one credit-hour class, McNe lly

Weekend College a t (708) 534-

will have students discuss the

4099.

and

novel's i m plications for today and
tomorrow.

WORKSHOP : DRUG
AND ALCOHOL SERIES
Governors State University and

nile delinquents, criminal o ffend

Moraine Valley Com m unity Col

ers, the emotionally upset, alcohol

lege arc co-sponsoring two Octo

and drug abm;e rs .

ber workshops in a d rug and

SCHO'Ll

ferences/Workshops and Week
end College at (708) 534-4099.

NEW COURSES

1 P.M. to 4 P.M.

FOR FREE REGISTRATION.

Registration is being accepted
through the GSU Office of Con

will explore m ajor issues as they

Friday, November 12, 1993

PHONE 1 -800-843-3059

Board of Cert i fied

Counselors or social work con

of psychology and counseling at

SCHOLL COLLEGE
OF PODIATRIC MEDICINE
CAREER SEM INAR

Chicago, Illinois

developing peer support .
N ational

Dr. David Matteson , professor

In the workshop, Dr . Matteson

Attend Our Free Career Seminar.

"The Native American and the
U .S. Gove rnm e nt " is the topic fo r

WORKSHOP ON

alcohol abuse series.

Both of these GSU workshops
meet from 9 a . m . to 5 p.m . each

The Oct . 15 and 16 workshop,

day at Moraine Valley Com mu

"AduJt Children of Alcohol ics , "

nity Col lege, 10900 S. 88th Ave . ,

looks at the current research and

Palos Hills.

theories related to the e ffects of

Tuition is $ 1 52 for undergradu

parental substance abuse on the

ates and $ 1 56 for graduates. The

psychological deve lopm ent o f

noncredit fee is $ 1 00 . GSU has

GSU campus focuses on the rise

children. This course w i l l be es

been designated by the lllinois De

of Indian nation states and the

pecially hel pful to those in educa

partment of Professional Regula

workings within those states.
Topics will include the rela
tionship be tween the I roquois
"Great Law of Peace " and the
writing of the U.S. Constitution,
the creation of the Northwest Ter
ritory, the m atrilineal , m atrilocal
and m at ri archal Anishinabcg so-

cieties com pa red to the patri archal

dergraduates and $ 1 56 for gradu

societies of European settlers, and

ates. The noncredit fcc is $ 1 00.

the U . S. govern ment's attempt to

For inform ation, or to m ake a

educate Native Americans .

tion , intervention and treatment

tion as a registered social work

settings.

continuing education sponsor, and

" Reality The rapy" meets Oct .

22 a n d 23 .

l u st r u c t o r

D a ve

reservation , call the GSU Office

This course meets from 4 to 1 0

O' Donnell contrasts how reality

of Confere nces/Workshops and

p.m . Friday and 9 a .m . to 6 p.m .

Weekend C..ollege at (708) 534-

therapy di ffe rs from conventional

Saturday. Tuition is $ 1 52 for un-

4099 .

psychotherapy.

l ie will present

various applications that may be
useful to those working with juve-

is a provider of National Board of
Certified Counselors continuing
education credits.
Regist rati ons a re being ac
cepted by Beverly Kyser at GSU
at (708) 534-4099.
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Increased Demand ; Flood

Classified Ads

Causes Many Train Delays
Despite the inconvenience for

A t one ti me, m any shipping

b y Steve Young

companies would have preferred

m otorists,

recent delays at rail road crossin�

to carry such freight on a ship

creased traffic means good thin�

are due in part to re-routed t rains

bound through the Panama Canal .

for Union Pacific and the Ameri

from flooded areas in the mid

Now, using the rail road is simply

can economy in general . Davis,

west , though most o f the slow

less expensive.

noting he is not an economist, said

Various rail road officials say

downs have been caused by a
general increase in train traffic.

M any rail lines have seen a rise
in overall business.

Davis said the i n

growth for the country, but his
company has seen a surge i� busi

roads, said that while the overall

p a n y , said a record-breaking

ness .

figures for the use of rail roads

97,700 cars passed over the com 

Speci fical ly, the company has

pany's t racks last week. He said

seen i ts intermodal and boxcar

years, certain areas have seen dra

d u ring a n average week , the

traffic increase .

matic increases in traffic.

t racks cater to between 78,000

* Fast turnaround, Accurate,

percent in each of the last four

ing
* For more i nformation, call
Pat, 396-281 0

l? arker

The Burlington Northern Rail

traffic increase. Intermodal traffic

day, " said Davis. " Last week they

road has also seen a rise in busi

•

refers to various containers car

saw 35 or 36 each day . "

ness recent months, though not on

•

such a dramatic scale as Union

•

Pacific.

•

years , " said Davis.

can rai l roads carried 3 . 1 m i llion

Davis said as more trains are

Roger Campbell , a spokesman

In 1 992 those

headed northbound into Chicago,

for Burlington Northern , said the

rail roads saw 6.7 m illion inter

switch ope rators are forced to

company has seen some increase

hold some back for safety reasons .

in t raffic on their lines in the past

Once one gets held up, all others

12 months .

intermodal cars .

modal cars pass over them .
Economic factors are cited as

behind it get held up .

reasons for the increase.

I n te r-Cam pus

Programs 1 -800-327-60 1 3

discount rates, delivery

of Chicago usual l y see about 30

m o re congestion on railways.

papers , dissertaions,

APA, Turabian, and other

•

t rai us pass th rough crossin� a

White said that in 1981 Ameri

n a t i o n ' s leade r .

thesis

percent age of the i r intermodal

The increased traffic means

spring break destinations, call the

Resumes

steeply. Many li nes have seen the

ried on flatbed cars.

tions wanted to promote hottest

* References and Laser print

" Union Pacific has seen its
business i ncrease by th ree to four

"Areas like the south suburbs

FREE TRI PS AND MONEY!

styles available

h ave beeu consistent for several

and 84,000 cars .

(You've tried the rest . . . now
call the best)
*Term

M ark Davis, a spokesman for

W � n te d

Individuals and student organiza

have appeared to be a time of

the Union Pacific Railroad com

White also noted that certain

P . B .K. Wordprocessing Serv
ices

•

Tom Whi te , a spokesm an for

types of rail road uses have risen

·;;i�j���Servi·��es

that the past four years may not

the Associ ation of American Rail

I

Typing

?tr�-:

Campbell said he could not

White said that m any compa

When the trains are headed

give specific numbers, but he

nies who move intermodal freight

southbound from the city, they are

speculated that since Chicago is a

from the Pacific Rim have chosen

often lined up one behind another .

m ajor hub,

to drop that freight on the west

A n y slight mishap c a n m e a n m a 

heavily affected by the increased

this area has been

coast and deliver it to the east

j o r del ays for a l l involved .

traffic.

coast by rai l .

•

En terpr i ses
(708) 747-5091
Tennffbesis Papers
$2.00 per page
R es umes- $ 1 5.00
Laser Printing
5 min utes from GSU

FRATS! SORORITIES!
STU DENT GROUPS 1

20 sticks per pack $ 1 . Minimun
purchase 5 packs . Black love,
opium , patchouli, rose , sandal
wood, jas m i n , vani lla, Egypti an
m usk , blue nile, cinnamon, China
rain, frankincense . Free incense
holder with 12 packs or more .

Raise as Much as You
Want n Ont WHid

Add $3 for shipping and handling.
Send check

$100 $600 $1500!
MartcetApplialions forthe hot
• • •

T H E BEST INCENSE

or money order to

Cynthia Wiley 5800 W . Century

• • •

test credit card ever - NEW
CM MASTERCARD. Users
eam BIG DISCOUNTS on GM
CARSI Qualifyfor FREE T-5HIRT
& '94 GMC JIMMY.
Call l -800-932-0528, ext 65.

#91 098 Los Angeles, CA 90009
Dept . C9

GSU DEAN' S LIST FOR ' 93
Chicago Ridge--Michael John
The

Dean's

List

for

t he

Kotapka .

J ustice--Karen L. M o rga n ,
Jodilyn Elizabeth Simmons.

Spring/Summer 1 993 Trimester

Cicero--Julio E . Trujillo.

at Governors State University has

Country Club Hil ls--June R .

Kan k a k e e - - K a r r e n S i m o n e
Farmer, Kimberly Kathryn Knott ,

been released by the Registrar's

Kelsick, Judy A . Kocsis, Aure lius

Lori

Office .

Raines.

J . Welke r .

The students incl uded in the
listing have been admitted to a
baccalaureate degree program and
m aintained a m i ni m u m of 3 . 7
grade point average GPA o n a 4.0
scale for t h e winter t rimeste r .
Students are required to enroll

Countryside-- M . Richard Pit
kin .
Crestwood--Renee C . Boros,

the trimester, and m ust be in good

Dolton--Donna M. Callaghan .

standing in order to be incl uded on

Elwood--Kara A. Gardner.

the list .

F l o ss m oo r - - M i c h a e l

I s l a n d - -J u l i e

Lynn

Park Forest--Teresa L. Bendle,

Buder, Rose M . Dally, Maureen
Anne

Lockport--Ralph Gaeto, Bar

Langan, Michele Lynn Lisowski,

Florek, Joan Lynn Gi rdick , Mary
Frances Jelde rks, Kimberly Ann

F r ankfort--Jacq ue l i n e Helen
Coope r ,

Klappauf, Steve J. Kopczynski ,

Strom , Penny Wil l , Michael C .

Laura C . Kruspe, Michael S.

M a t t es o n - - M a t t h e w J a m e s

Witak .

Lamonica, Connie Pavur, Paige

M.

Peotone--Beverly J . Keane.

Laurel

Richton Park--Karen Lynn Ab

Wojci k .

Brow n , Lis a

University Park--Murthy Bala,

Michelle Casey, Joseph J . Don

James Jeffe ry Chynoweth, Bonnie

nan, Kathleen Anne Kansfield,

L. Harpe r .

Monee--Che ryl A. Carstens,

Teresa L. Miller, Renee Sondra

Sandra Lynn Geiger.

n e y , Donna M .

Rathbone, Patricia Ann

M os e s ,

Randy Walter Rajewski .

Thorn ton , She r r y A.

Morris--Judith A. Winkel .

M ary Alice Foreman, Brian Ed
ward Keller, Michele Rae King,

K.

Lowell--Jane E . Brady.

M o ke n a - - I r e n e J .

Donna L. Cru m m i e ,

Phelps, Deborah

D r i n a n e , J e n n i fe r

Les l i e Sm i t h

M i d l o t h i a n - - Robe rt

Ford .Hts . --Sharon P . Rivers.

Rae Al

varez, Saima Ashraf, Elise Ann

sic, Steven Howard, Tracy E.

Florence , Laura S . Michalik .

Hunziker, Lauren Sue Schaire r .

Stelle--Susan L. Wilhelm .

Terri L. Boulden, Robert R. Hen

Wons .

D.

les H. Roth J r .

Lemont--Holly B . WeLko .

Lynn Steward ,

P a t r ici a Ann

Steger--Stephanie Lynn Batter

Ti n l e y P a r k - - Tori

M a rgaret M .

Pl ess,

Dianne M .

Werne r .

bara L. Harper, Bonnie D. Szpon

Darien--Brian Edward Bolf.

Blue

Palos Park--Wayne T . Frisbie,

der.

M.

Sue

Sout h Hol l and--Gerald Mi
chael Liekis.
m an , Kerry Lynn Falaney, Char

Moeller, Kelly Wood Place, Ra

of "incomplete" in any subject for

Parker.

H i l l s - - G i n ge r

garet Beth Jennin�. Brett Louis

Robey.

Beeche r--Braderick K. Krull .

P a l os
Kenny.

Karla A. Grunler,

Pluskota , Robert J . Willson J r .

Crete--Mary Wolf Bond, M ar

hours, may not received a grading

Alsip--Janet K. Shel ham e r .

Bonnie

Lansi ng--Rich a rd Ci m a rol i ,

Gerald F . Rom a .

chel

Students on the Dean's List and

Lowe r y ,

Tammyjo Mahe r , Holly Marie

for a minimum of six semester

their cities of residence fol low .

Ann

Veitch, Jennifer Amiv Wintem
heimer, Loretta Ann Wittenberg.

New Canaan--Pamela D . Al
berico.

Troi ke ,

Vicki L. Zentera .
Rive r d a l e - - P a u l

Watseka--Colleen Kay Rock .
Wes t e rn Springs - - Karen R .
Kane .

D . Sch ri k ,

Janet Marie Tisza.

Wilmi ngton--Colleen M . Bot
tens, Carolyn Diann Heck.

B o u r b on n a i s - - C y n t h i a A .

Joseph Stefan Lipczynski, Brigid

New Le nox--Mary M. Casey,

Sauk Village--P. Ann Schuch .

Woodland--Debra F . Disney.

Greenwood , Candace Sue Jack

M . Patrizi, Nicolyn W. Ran , Pat

Linda L. Eddy, Cheryl Ann Gal

Scherervi ll e--Aduan Naqvi .

Worth--Janice L. Hoessler.

son, Virginia E. Warre n .

rick J . Sharkey, Deborah J. Ul

loway, Deborah Kay Moy, Laura

Shorewood--William Charles

m an , Gizela Zupevec .

Lee Piechocinski , Brett A. Wolff

Bradley--Linda S . Barbee.
Brookfield--Mari a T. .Haupt
O' Donnel l .
Burbank--Laura

M.

Dore,

David Garci a, Lori A . Peterson,

Gardner--Janis L. Thompson.
Gilman--Laurie L . Horvath.

Karen Audrey Buettner, Ronald

Glenwood--Al lan F. Lee .

R.

Hazel Crest--Christopher Todd

l aghe r , Ch a r i t y L.

John Matthew Schabes, Daniel D .

A rm e ,

Wilcher .

menschneider .

Calumet City--Donald W . Hin
ton, M ary A . Walker.
Chicago-Ghias Uddin Ahmed,
Donald E . Dudley, William J .
E rt m a n , M a ry A .
Marci a E .

W i l l i am J a m es

R i e

Hickory Hills--James Gerard
Niles .

Fli nkow,

Robert W.

Gal

Ke n nedy,

Suzanne P. Law, Jefferson Choa
Pe ,

M a r i j e a n Te p pe r , J u l i e

A. Tracy.
Oak Lawn--Janet M . Masek,

The Innovator Needs
Your Help !
The Innovator is searching for people to

fill staff positions. A copy

Hinsdale--Michael S . Kriss .

J u l i e Anne

Pasq u a , M i c h a e l

editor and an associate editor are needed for the rest of the fal l

Homewood--Charlie H. Choi,

J ames Se m pek , Lorraine Ann

trimester. Anyone interested should contact Steve Young b y Oct.

Sims.

25. Call 534-451 7 or visit room

Fitzge r a l d ,

Barbara Jean Harris, Josephine A .

H a m i l ton, J u l i e A .

Pecora, Scott M . Phil lips, Tracie

Krokos, Zofia Tom al a , Georgean

Gardner.

Oak Forest--Marie A. Abery,

L. Shields.

Oglesby--Andrew J . Zawacki .

A2300 for more information.

Orland Park--Sandra Ann An

The Innovator is a lso looking for a managing editor for the winter

M. Wegrzyn , Tanya R. Yeargai n .

Joliet--Norina Ann Ashenden,

tosh, Donna J . Berens, Anthony

trimester and beyond . Anyone interested should contact Rita Nagy

Chicago Heights--Michael D .

Sally Ann Ericksen, Christopher

J . Demma, Holly J . Horrel l , Joan

at 534-4554.

D . Lajci n ,

McGarry Ki tche n , Sandra A .

Bowen, Michele E . Davis, Lisa
M . Haney, Joan Martha Johns,

Karyn

Mark A . Pries.

Theobald.

R.

Li sa M . Schmi tz,
Showe rs, Robin R.

Kobey, Barbara Marie Miller, Di
ane M . Podborn y, Jeanne H .

